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Phase-Locked Loop
Design Articles

• "Analyze, Don't Estimate, Phase-Lock-Loop Performance"

• "Optimize Phase-Lock Loops To Meet Your Needs-
Or Determine Why You Can't"

• "Suppress Phase-Lock-Loop Sidebands Without
Introducing Instability"

• "Programmable Calculator Computes PLL Noise, Stability"
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Analyze, don't estimate, phase-lock-loop
performance of type-2, third-order systems. You can do the
job with a programmable-calculator in 48 steps, or less.

Phase-lock loops certainl~' haye many uses, especial-
I~' in frequenc~' s~'nthesizers, but exact mathematical
calculation of their transfer functions is difficult. This
is particularly true for type-:2, third-order systems
(Fig. 1 l, which don't produce stead~'-state phase errors
for step-position or \'elocity signal inputs, Howeyer,
a small programmable calculator, the HP-25, easil~'
-and exactl~'-determines the complete loop transfer
function in 48 steps. In addition, the program data
re\"(lals the noise reduction you can expect for the
loop's yoltage-controlled oscillator (\"CO), as well as
the loop's stability.

~lost other design approaches must resort to second-
order loop approximations to simplify calculations; a
more exact method manually would take too long.

L'nlike a t~'pe-1 loop, a t~'pe-2 loop has two trlle
integrators \\'ithin the loop-a \TO and an
integrator/filter after the phase detector. Replacing
the integrator/filter \yith a passi\'e-RC, low-pass filter
results in the more common type-1 response, which
doesn't ha\'e the phase coherence for step and yelocity
inputs bet\\'een the t\\'O signal inputs to the phase
comparator that the t~'pe-2 has.

~Ioreo\'er, a third-order loop-the order is usually
determined by the transfer function of the
integrator/filter (F,,)-can reduce \'CO noise sub-
stantiall~', \\'ithout increasing reference-frequency
sidebands in the output signal. These sidebands
hamper simpler loop-circuit performance.

The transfer function of a generalized phase-lock
loop can be represented as follows (Fig. 2):

II" (s) G",---
II Is J 1 + G .H .

\\'hen'. from Fil!. 1
G. = il\."HF,,,HKjsl (2)

and H. = 1/:\. (3)
The phase comparator transfer function is K" and ~
is a digital counter/di\'ider factor.

A. t~'pical integrator/filter built around an op amp
I Fig. ;31 has a transfer function determined b~' the
amplifier-circuit's closerl-Ioop gain,
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1. A type·2 phase· lock loop has two true integrators-the
integrator/filter (Fs) and the VCO (Kv)' Replacing the
integrator/filter with a passive-RC network converts the
circuit to a type-1 system.

2. The phase' lock loop's generalized open·loop transfer
function, G,s> H(s>, has a third-order denominator-from
which the circuit's name is derived.

3 An integrator/filter circuit can be built With a wideband
op amp and RC feedback network.



Table 1. Third order type-2 PLL
Display Key

Line Code Entry Remarks Registers

00 Ao
01 1573 (g)n
02 61 x
03 02 2 A1 T1
04 61 x
05 2307 ST07
06 2403 RCL3 A2 T2
07 61 x
08 01 1
09 1509 (g)-+P A3 T3
10 2304 ST04
11 22 R.
12 2402 RCL2 A4
13 2407 RCL7
14 61 x
15 32 CHS AS Kp Kv
16 01 1 -N-

17 32 CHS
18 1509 (g)-P A6
19 2404 RCL4
20 71
21 2405 RCL5 A7
22 61 x
23 2401 RCL1
24 71 ""7""

25 2407 RCL7
26 1502 (g) x'
27 71 -

28 2304 ST04
29 1408 (f) log
30 02 2
31 00 0
32 61 x GJwHJw
33 74 R/S
34 22 R.
35 21 x ~ y
36 41 - La
37 74 R/S
38 2404 RCL4
39 1409 (f)+R

40 01 1

41 51 +
42 1509 (g)"P

43 1522 (g) 1/x
44 1408 (f) log
45 02 2
46 00 0
47 61 x e/en
48 1300 GTO 00
49

where Zl = Rt (4)
Zr = impedance of feedback network

The transform of the feedback network is
1

s(Ct +Cz)+ R
z

Z~S) = 1 ' (5)

sC1(sCZ+ R/

and the integrator/filter transfer function is then
1

s(C,+Cz) + R
zF,S! = - , (6)

1
CtRt(sCz+ R/

Multiply Eq. 6 by Rz/Rz, then

F(S! = - s(CtRz+CzRz)+l (7)
sC1Rj(sCzRz+ 1)

sTz+ 1

sTt(sT~+ 1)
Tt =R1Ct
Tz = Rz(C, + Cz)
T~ = RzCz

The open-loop transfer function of Fig. 2 is GrsB,,;
therefore, from Eqs. 2, 3 and 8

G H = s(Tz)(K,Kp) + KKp (9)
ISI (51

. s3NT1T3 + sZNT1

Note the third-order denominator, from \vhich the
circuit's name-third-order-loop-is derived. ~ote
also the deletion of the minus sign: the circuit con-
figuration (a phase inverter) provides the negative
feedback. Both Kp and K are positive.

If you substitute jw for s in Eq. 9, you can get the
equation for plotting the magnitude and phase of the
circuit's open-loop gain as a function of frequency:

G. w. =_jw(Tz) (K,Kp) + KKp (10)
(J".:~.1\J(".') •

jw3NT1T3 + wZNTI

Input Output
Step Instructions

Datal Keys Datal
Units Units

1 Enter program
2 Store T1 R1 ENTER

Cl X STO 1

T2 C1 ENTER
C2 +

R2 X STO 2
T3 R2 ENTER

C2 X STO 3
(KpKv)/N Kp ENTER

Kv X
N = STO 5

3 Calculate F (f) PRGM RfS GjwHjw
RIS L9
RtS (e/en)

4 Repeat step 3 for
other values of
frequency. F



Open-loop Loop response

Frequency
response to VCO noise

Hz dB /§ dB
100 116.01 -179.94 -116.01

1000 76.01 -179.44 -76.01
10,000 36.06 -174.44 -35.92
94,650 O' -139.85 3.27

100,000 -0.71 -138.58 3.30··
1,000,000 -26.25 -139.59 0.32

10,000,000 -63.21 -174.68 0.01 I

A servo-loop damping factor that appears in lower-
order loops is not defined in third-order loops. Instead
~'ou determine stability by the phase margin between
-180° and the phase at a frequency where the gain
is unit~, in the open-looiJ gain fu?ction, Gjj-Ij~' The
larger the phase margin, the more stable the system.
A phase margin of about 45° produces an adequately
damped loop. More than 45° means greater stability
and, of course, the s~'stem may oscillate when the
margin approaches zero.

Feedback also reduces noise

Not only does feedback determine the system's
stability, but it also delineates its noise-outputcharac-
teristics. When running free, the VCO is considerably
more "nois~'" than is' the circuit's reference crystal
oscillator. But the circuit's feedback loop substantially
reduces the \'CO's output-noise spectrum, especially,
at 10\\' frequencies. This particular reduction is for-
tunate, because the VCO's noise output has lIf charac-
teristics: high-frequency noise tends to fall off without
outside help, but the low frequency needs the help.

An approximate expression for the loop's output
phase noise is

.J [(I e/enl )(e,l]2 + [(N)(e,JJ2,
ex= crystal-oscillator noise.
e, = vca noise.

(el en) = loop's response to VCO noise.
And the loop's response to the VCO noise is

1(e/en) = -
1 + G'S~'SI

Although GIS~ISIdetermined from Eq. 9 is complex,
onl~' the magnitude of (e/en) from Eq. 12 is used in
Eq. 11. Note: The greater the open-loop transfer
function, GIS~(SI'the smaller the (e/erJ, and the lower
the loop's output noise. However, note also that the
reference crystal oscillator's noise contribution is
multiplied by the divider constant, N, though, hopeful-
Iv the crvstal-oscillator noise is low.
• 'In addition, you can get a check on the system's

stability by plotting the loop's response to veo noise
(e/en), obtained from Eq. 12, versus frequency, You'll
find that the curve has a high-pass response with a
12-dB/octave slope. For best stability, any overshoot
at the cutoff frequency should be less than 6 dB. Of

course, lower overshoot represents higher stability.
Clearly, the loop's mathematical analysis depends

mainly upon calculation of GU..J-IUw1in Eq. 10.

Now comes the program

To make the calculator program simpler, rewrite
Eq. 10 as follows:

Guw,Huw, = ~;~2[~~;~2:\] (13)

Table 1 contains the program that solves Eq. 13. It
provides both the magnitude and phase angle, L..!!., of
the open-loop response, Gu""Hu"J' given TlJ T2, T3,

K,K/N and frequency, f(w=21rf). The open-loop r~-
sponse magnitude is given in dB and ItS phase In
degrees. Also, the magnitude of the loop's VCO noise
response (Eq. 12) is given in dB. If answers in dB aren't
required, however, seven steps can be eliminated.

To see how the program works, consider a 960-MHz
transmitter recently proposed for a Navy application.
It calls for a phase-lock loop with the following
characteristics to generate the 960 MHz:

N 64
R1 10,000 n
C, 4700 X 10-12 F
R2 330 n
C2 470 X 10-12 F
Kp 0.25 VIrad
K 3 X 10~ (rad/s)/V

The stable crystal-oscillator reference frequency
used is 15 MHz. The frequency divider and phase
comparator are built with EeL logic. From the circuit
component values and transfer constants we obtain:

T1 4.7 X 10-" s
T2 1.706 X 10-6 s
T3 1.551 X 10-7 s

(K,Kp)/N 11.72 X 106/s
The calculator program provided the results in

Table 2. Note that the phase margin at unity gain
corresponding to 94,650 Hz is 40.15°; thus the loop is
fairly stable. Further, the loop's response to VCO noise
shows a maximum overshoot of 3.30 dB at 100,000 Hz,
which confirms the loop's stability (less than 6-dB
overshoot). If the phase margin is too small or you
want overdamped loop operation, the program allows
you to check the effects of parameter changes and get
the performance you want, quickly. However, keep all
additional circuit poles above the area of interest, since
they reduce phase margin and stability. In addition,
don't ignore the effects of stray capacitances. And use
a high-gain op amp with a wide frequency response
and a VCO with a wide modulation bandwidth .••
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Optimize phase-lock loops to meet
your needs-or determine why you can't

The time constants of a PLL's integrator/filter
are the keys to controlling a loop's performance.
In the integrator/filter, you can trade off circuit

parameters most easily to meet your needs. The other
loop components (Fig. 1) have simple, real-valued
transfer functions (Ky, Kp, N) that can't be changed
as easily. But the integrator/filter's transfer function
(F.), detailed in Fig. 1c is the source of the high-order
complex function in the following equation for open-
loop gain:

where
Tl, T2, T3 = time constants defined in Fig. 1c, sec-

onds
Kp = phase-detector gain constant, volts/radi-

an
Ky = voltage-con trolled-oscillator (VeO) sen-

sitivity, radians/second/volt
N = frequency devisor
w = (271'0 frequency, radians

Usually, Kp, Ky and N are given, but you can choose
Tip T2 and T3 to give you the loop performance you
want. Generally, of course, you want the loop to be
stable, to attenuate the reference frequency and to
reduce veo noise. But stability, being an absolute
necessity, gets priority. The other two requirements,
unfortunately. are inversely dependent and must be
traded off agalll::;t each other.

A damping factur to control stability as in simpler
::;econd-onler 100V::; can't be readily defined in the
third-order 100V of Fig. 1. Instead, the phase margin

In ED No. 10. May 10. 1978, p. 120. A. B. Przedpelski
ad vised: "A Ilulyze. dvn't es timate, phase-lack-loop
pelJonnunce. " He showed how tv calculate the per-
formallu 4 u given type-2, third-order PLL system
with a 4H-step program for an HP-25 programmable
calculator. This article will show you how to optimize
such a PLL to your requirements. But you will
discover that you may not be able to get all require-
ments simultaneously. Compromises may be neces-
sary.

Andrzej B. Przedpelski, Vice President of Development.
A.R.F. Products Inc .. 2559 75th St., Boulder, CO 80301.
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DIVIDER
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®
C2

TI = RI·CI

T2 = R2 ICI + C21
':' T3 = R2·C2

1. A phase-lock loop (a) with two integrators (b) is classi-
fied type 2. And the order-third. in this case-is estab-
lished by the characteristics of the integrator/filter (c).
Time constants T1, T2 and T3 determine the integrator/fil-
ter's detailed performance. .
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2. This open-loop gain/phase plot shows a typical phase
displacement from -180°. When the frequency, fo, which
corresponds to O-dB gain. is made to align with the
maximum phase displacement, calculating T1• T2 and T3
is simplified.

NOISE -REDUCTION
REGION

ooB -- \ --

w~t.,Vl •<5 •z .....
~li

3. Increase fo and you increase the noise-reduction region
-the shaded area bounded by the O-dB line and the noise-
attenuation curve.

-the difference between 180° and the phase of the
open-loop transfer function, where the gain is one-
becomes the criterion for stability. Fig. 2 is a typical
open-loop response curve showing both amplitude and
phase response, and the phase margin.

The asymptotic slope of the amplitude curve is fixed
at 40 dB per octave by the loop's integrator/filter and
VCO. The phase delay would be constant at -180°,
except for the phase lead introduced at middle fre-
quencies by the transfer function F(s). This phase lead
provides the phase margin that ensures loop stability.

45°-a good compromise

The phase margin should be between 30° and 70°
for most applications. The larger the phase margin,
the more stable the loop. But a large phase margin

~--- ------- -
pression capability. Thus, a phase margin of about 45°
is a good compromise between desired stability and
the other generally undesired effects.

Ideally, a phase comparator provides an error signal
that is proportional to the phase difference between
its two inputs, and nothing else. But in practice, some
of the reference frequency, fr, always leak through
the comparator, which frequency modulates the out-
put signal to produce undesirable sideband frequen-
cies. Shifting the open-loop gain-amplitude curve of
G (jw) H (jw) Fig. 2 to the left would attenuate fr and
the sidebands. But such a shift also would weaken the
circuit's VCO-noise suppression capability.

A typical VCO noise-reduction plot is shown in Fig.
3. Noise attentuates in the region that lies to the left
of the curve and below the O-dB line (shown cross-
hatched). The unity-gain frequency, fo, defines the
noise reduction: It's directly proportional to fo. Clearly,
then, shifting the G (jw) H (jw) curve to the right by
increasing fo will also increase the VCO noise-reduc-
tion region-which is opposite the requirement for
reducing the sidebands. Thus, as so often happens, you
must compromise. Locate the point of minimum phase
shift (inflection point of the phase response, Fig. 2)
exactly at fo, the unity-gain value.

Locating fo at the phase inflection point is
strategically valuable, because it will help solve for
the value of T,. But first you must determine T3•

Accordingly, from Eq. 1 the phase margin, c/J, is
c/J = tan -'w T2 - tan-' w T3 + 180°. (2)

Differentiate c/J with respect to wand set the result
equal to zero to locate Wo, and the result is

~ = T2 T3 = 0
dw 1 + (wT2)2 1 + (w T3)2

Solving Eq. 3 then gives you
1w=---o .)T
2

T
3

•

And substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 2 gives you
tan c/J = T2 - T3

2 JT2T3 •

Finally, plug Eq. 4 into Eq. 5 and re-arrange tu get
T

3
= secc/J - t~l11> (6)

Wo

Then re-arrange Eq. 5 to get
T

2
= __ 1_

w0
2T3
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4. This plot of a PLL's open-loop transfer function con-
firms the design-parameter choices-a 45° phase margin

inflection point, solve for T1

G (jw) H (jw) = 1; as a result,

KpKv [-jW T2 -1 ]T1 = --- -----
Nw2 jw T3 +1

The 41 steps

The program in the table solves Eqs. 6, 7 and 8 in
41 steps with an HP-25 programmable calculator. Of
course, the program can be adapted to other program-
mable calculators.

To illustrate the program's procedure, consider a
PLL that must produce an output of 16.95 MHz from
a 5-kHz reference, froThe phase comparator, VCO and
divider transfer functions are as follows:

Kp = 0.19 V/rad
Kv = 10.6 X 108 rad/s/V
N = 3390

For stability, start with a phase margin of 45° and
an fo of about 1/50 of fro Thus, with

<I> = 45°

at an fo of 100 Hz and unity gain. The loop is stable. but
some adjustments may be desirable.

fo = 5000/50
= 100 Hz,

calculate Tl, T2 and T3 with the program: You 'get
T1 = 3.63 X 10-3s
T2 = 3.84 X 10-3s
T3 = 6.59 X lO-·s

But with those time constants you would need
components with nonstandard values. However, if you
select standard capacitors and resistors as follows:

C1 = 0.33 IlF, R1 = 12 k [2,
C2 = 0.068 IlF, R2 = 10 k [2,

you get the following time constants:
T1 = 3.96 X 10-3s
T2 = 3.98 X 10-3s
T3 = 6.8 X 10-·s

which are close enough for a first try.

Verifying the results

To verify the results, the open-loop transfer func-
tion, G (jw) H (jw), and noise response, e/en, were
calculated with the program provided in the previous



Display Key
Line Code Entry Remarks Registers

00 RO
01 2407 RCL7
02 1406 (1)tan
03 32 CHS R1
04 2407 RCL7
05 1405 (1)cas
06 1522 (g) 1/x R2
07 51 +
08 2406 RCL6
09 1573 (g) 1T R3
10 61 x
11 02 2
12 61 x R4
13 2304 ST04
14 71
15 2303 ST03 3 R5 KpKv -
16 74 R/S N
17 2404 RCL4

18 1502 (g) x2 R6 fa
19 61 x
20 1522 (g) 1/x

R7",
-

21 2302 ST02 T2
22 74 R/S
23 2404 RCL4
24 61 x
25 01 1
26 1509 (g~P
27 2403 RCL3
28 2404 RCL4
29 61 x
30 01 1
31 1509 (g~P
32 21 x'<y
33 22 Ri
34 71
35 2404 RCL4
36 1502 (g) x2

37 71
38 2405 RCL5
39 61 x
40 2301 STO 1 T1
41 1300 GTO 00

article and plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. The curves confirm
that the design is stable with a maximum phase
margin of 45° at a frequency where the open-loop gain
is about unity. And the veo noise-reduction curve
shows a moderate 3.2-dB overshoot with noise fre-
quencies below about 70 Hz in the attenuation region.

Still, adjustments may be desired. For instance, if
you want more reference-frequency (fr) attenuation,
the G Ow) H (jw) curve can be shifted to the left. Move
faone decade (to about 10 Hz) and you'll increase the fr

attenuation by 40 dB. Or, if noise frequencies above
70 Hz are bothersome, you can shift the G (jw) H (jw)

Input Output
Step Instructions Datal Keys Data/UnitsUnits

1 Enter program

2 Store fa STO 6
,p STO 7
Kp ENTER
Kv X
N STO 5

3 Calculate (1) PRGM RIS T3
R/S T2
R/S T1

3 Recall RCL 1 T1
(if desired) RCL 2 T2

RCL 3 T3
RCL 4 0

1D
:g.-20
UJen
6-30c-en
UJ
CI: -40
UJen
6z -50
l

5. The noise-response calculation corresponding to Fig.
4 shows that VCO noise is attenuated below about 70 Hz.

curve to the right by increasing fa.
If you still aren't satisfied, you can change the phase

margin. Reduce the margin and you improve both fr

and Veo-noise attenuation-but then you lose some
stability .••
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Suppress phase-lock-loop sidebands
without introducing instability

Phase-lock loops: Part Three
The first two parts of this series showed how to

analyze and then optimize type-2, third-order PLL
systems and provided simple calculator programs for
an HP-25 to do the otherwise tedious computations. 1.2

This article takes you a step further and shows how
to suppress sidebands, especially undesired when the
PLL is used in frequency-synthesis systems.

Frequency synthesis, a major application of the
phase-lock loop (PLL), always involves PLL-per-

formance compromise: keeping loop bandwidth as
wide as possible to reduce acquisition time and
voltage-controlled oscillator noise, and at the same
time suppressing reference-frequency sidebands that
can pass through wide bandwidths (Fig. 1).

Fortunately, the reference frequency is con-
siderably above the required loop bandwidth in most
cases, which alleviates the sideband problem to some
extent. But for heavy suppression of undesired side-
bands, extra filtering is necessary. However, it must
be done carefully so as not to introduce loop instabili-
ty. Three filtering circuits, none of which reduce
bandwidth or VCO-noise attenuation can help solve
the problem. In fact, an active LP-filtering technique,
the most versatile and efficient of the three, is
programmed on an HP-25 to speed the design.

All methods assume that the PLL, a type-2 third-
order loop, 1 meets all requirements2 except adequate
reference-frequency sideband suppression. The three
approaches include RC, active-notch and active-LP
filtering. The PPL's phase margin serves as a measure
of loop stability, since the damping-factor concept isn't
applicable to third-order 100ps:2 phase margins be-
tween 30° and 45° are minimum criteria for stable
operation. And the filter's action in reducing the
feedforward gain, G(jw), at the sideband frequencies
is the criterion for the suppression effectiveness.

Since H(jw) is equal to l/N, a constant, then the
open-loop gain, G(jw)H(jw) in Eq. 1, can be used as
a measure of this sideband-suppression effectiveness:

Andrzej B. Przedpelski. Vice President of Development.
A.R.F. Products Inc., 2559 75th St.. Boulder. CO 80301.

lo,Nlr
(16.95
MHz)

Kp'0.19 'Urad
Kv.10.6. 10' rads/V
N'3390

T1 • ~1·C1· 2.2. 10"s
T2' R2 (C1+C2) 2.67.10·'s
T3' R2·C2'0.47. 10''s

Note: Similar to eumpte In Phase-lock L.Dops:
Part Two (ED 19. Sopt. 13, 1978, p. 134)
only time constant> n. T2 Ind T3 h••••• been
chInIed.1o impl'O\ltl ••••• in and over-III pertonnlnce.

1. A phase-lock-loop frequency synthesizer (a) generates
16.95 MHz from a crystal-oscillator reference frequency
of 5 kHz. To help suppress sidebands. a sideband-sup-
pression filter is added in tandem with the output of the
loop's original integrator/filter circuit (b).

Phase

Circuit Phase margin First- Second-
margin deteriora- sideband sideband

tion reduction reduction
OrilZinal 44· -
RC low-pass

RC=3x
10-4 32 12· 20 dB 26 dB

Notch filter
Q = 10 44 0 ",. 0
Q = 1 43 1 ",. 1.5
0=0.1 31 13 ",. 16.5

Second-
order active

d = 0.707 34 10 28 40
d = 0.1 42 2 28 40

G(jw)H(jw) = Ky Kp [ -jwTz -1 ] (1)
NT1wz jwTa +1 '

Kp= gain constant of the phase detector,
Ky= VCO sensitivity, .



Display

Line Code Key Entry Remarks Registers

00 RO Wo
01 2400 RCLO
02 1502 (g) x2

03 2407 RCL7 R'1 Tl
04 1502 (g) x2

05 41 -
06 2304 ST04 R2 T2
07 2403 RCL3
08 61 x
09 2406 RCL6 R3 T3
10 2400 RCLO
11 61 x
12 51 + R4
13 2407 RCL7 Kv Kp14 61 x
15 2404 RCL4 R5 -N-
16 2406 RCL6
17 2403 RCL3
18 61 x R6 2d
19 2400 RCLO
20 61 x
21 2407 RCL7 R7 w
22 1502 (g) x'
23 61 x
24 41 -
25 32 CHS
26 1509 (g) -P
27 21 x~y
28 2407 RCL7
29 2402 RCL2
30 61 x
31 32 CHS
32 01 1
33 32 CHS
34 1509 (g)~P
35 22 Rl
36 51 + L:. Phase margin
37 74 R/S
38 22 R~
39 71 -
40 2405 RCL5
41 61 x
42 2401 RCLl
43 71 ...:...

44 2407 RCL7
45 1502 (g) x'
46 71 -
47 2400 RCL0
48 1502 (g) x2

49 61 x I G s Hsi

. N = counter divide ratio,
TJ, T2, Ta= integrator/filter time constants.

Simple but limited

The simplest approach adds in series with the
Integrator/Filter an RC low-pass section (Fig. 2a),
whose cutoff frequency is larger than the upper end
of the loop's bandwidth. For illustration, let the value
of RC be 3 X 10-4 s for the frequency-synthesizer
example outlined in Fig. L (A larger value would
reduce sidebands more, but would also decrease the
phase margin too much.) With a value of 3 X 10-4 s,
the phase margin remains within a "safe" 300-to-45°.

Input Output
Datal Datal

Step Instructions Units Keys Units
1 Enter program

2 Store Wo STO 0
Tl STO 1
T2 STO 2
T3 STO 3
Kv ENTER
Kp x
N . STO 5
d ENTER 2 x

STO 6

3 Enter w STO 7

4 Calculate (f) PRGM R/S e.Phase

R/S
margm

\G(s) H(s)l

5 Repeat steps 3 and 4
for other values of
frequency. tJJ

The open-loop transfer function then becomes:

G(jw)H(jw) = KvKp
[ -jwT2-1 J' (2)

NT1w2 jw(Ts+T.)+1+w2TsT. .

where T4 is the additional RC time constant.
Solving Eq. 1 at frequencies of 5 and 10 kHz shows

that the first sideband (at 5 kHz) is reduced a
respectable 20 dB and the second sideband (at 10 kHz)
even more to 26 dB. But the phase margin also is
reduced to a marginal 32° (Table 1).

However, an active RC notch filtera (Fig. 2) gives
much more attenuation at the first sideband (5 kHz)
and is more flexible in some applications. Its gain is

A(jw) = 1 (3)
• [ W

o
] +1

JW Q(W2-w02)

where wo= the notch frequency (2'71-fo),

Q= the circuit Q.
The open-loop transfer function, the product of Eqs.
1 and 3, is

G(jw)H(jw) KvKp X
NT1w2

[

-jwT2-1 ,1'(4)

jw (T3- Q(W2W~wo2)) +w2T3( Q-(-w-2W_-=-ow-
o
-2)) +IJ

Although the notch frequency Wo must be fixed at
the reference frequency, the value of Q can vary.
Theoretically, the reference frequency receives in-
finite attenuation. Actually, only about 40 dB can be
realized, even under ideal conditions. Evaluation of
Eq. 4 for Q's of 10, 1 and 0.1 shows that high Q values
produce negligible phase-margin deterioration, but



2. Many filter configurations can be used to suppress
sidebands. The simplest is a low-pass RC circuit (a).
Somewhat more flexible is an active RC notch filter (b).

attenuation of the second harmonic of the reference
frequency is small or zero (Table 1). At a Q of 0.1,
however, the second harmonic is reduced 16.5 dB, but
then the phase margin suffers.

Most versatile, however, is a second-order, active,
low-pass filter with variable damping (Fig. 2c). Its
gain (with "s" functions of its more familiar form
replaced by jw) is:3

wn
2

A(jw) =------
-w2+2djwwn+wn2

where wn= the filter's natural pole frequency,
d= the filter's damping factor.

This time, multiplying Eqs. 1 and 5, the over-all
open-loop transfer function becomes

G(jw )H(jw) Wn2KvKp X
NT1w2

[
-jwT2-1 J (6)

jw[2dwn+Ts(wn2-w)]+ [wn2-w2-2dTswnw2] J
If Wn is chosen to be 6283 (2 11' X 1000) at damping

factors of 0.707 (Butterworth response) and 0.1 (16-
dB peak Chebyshev), Eq. 6 gives the same sideband
attenuation for both damping factors, but the high-
ripple Chebyshev deteriorates the phase margin least
(Table i and Fig. 3).

Since both the pole frequency and the damping
factor can be varied in Eq. 5, the circuit it represents
is most versatile. Therefore, Eq. 6 is programmed for
easy solution on an HP-25 (Table 2) in 49 steps.
However, for easier stability evaluation, the program
solves directly for the phase margin-the difference
between 1800 and the open-loop transfer-function
angle-rather than the phase angle itself.

Clearly, the simple RC circuit is least efficient. It
gives the least sideband attenuation and the largest
phase-margin deterioration. The notch filter, although
theoretically capable of very high attenuation of the
first sidebands only with very small phase-margin
deterioration, generally requires component toler-

C2~~
rr fo R

C I ~ I
(2rrfo R)2C2

fo ~~~~5~f~~
d~JSr

CI
Iw ~--

n R.jC1C2

But of all filters, a second-order active low-pass filter (c)
is most versatile, since two of its parameters are indepen-
dently adjustable.
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3. A plot of open-loop gain and phase response of the
system in Fig. 1 compares sideband suppression at 5 and
10 kHz without an extra filter with that of a simple RC
and an active, second-order filter.

ances too critical for other than some special applica-
tions. The more complex, active, second-order low-
pass filter, however, can be tailored to most applica-
tions-illustrating an often observed design
phenomenon: the more complex the circuit the better
the performance. Of course, then, more complex filter
circuits than those used in the examples may offer
even better solutions to sideband reduction .••
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Calculate the noise spectral density and short-term frequency stability in a
PLL with a programmable calculator, and vary the parameters to trade off
the noise/functional performance requirements.

Programmable calculator
computes PLL noise, stability

This article is the fourth by the author on phase-
locked loops, starting with "Analyze, Don't Es timate,
Phase-Lock-Loop Performance" (May 10, 1978, p.
120); then "OptimizePhase-Lock-Loops to Meet Your
Needs" (Sept. 13, 1978, p. 134);followed by "Suppress
Phase-Lock-Loop Sidebands without Introducing In-
stability" (Sept. 13, 1979, p. 142).

The circuit constants of a phase-lock loop can be
optimized not only for performance requirements
(acquisition time, sideband levels, step response, and
stability, among others), but also for noise output
and the resulting short-term (or "instantaneous")
frequency stability. Because most other frequency-
generation methods lack this versatile performance,
and noise and stability control, phase-lock loops
(PLLs) are preferable for frequency synthesis.
Moreover, a programmable HP-19C (or 21C) calcu-
lator with the proper program makes the design
tradeoffs between noise effects and functional per-
formance requirements relatively easy to determine.

A properly designed frequency synthesizer derived
from a PLL (Fig. 1, top) will offer a high degree of
flexibility and long-term frequency stability. In a
PLL, the frequency of the stable reference oscillator
(say, a quartz-crystal circuit) can be multiplied by
a precisely controlled factor over a very wide range.
Although the PLL may seem more complicated than
the conventional so-called frequency-multiplier
circuit (Fig. 1, bottom), in practice, the PLL is more
efficient, more compact, and considerably wider in
bandwidth. All the advantages increase as the multi-
plication factor increases.

In most PLL frequency synthesizers, the primary
concern is the functional performance-a problem
that has been treated extensively.! Even the theo-
retical aspects of phase noise in low-noise signal
sources have been extensively covered.2•

8
,4 However,

Andrzej B. Przedpelskl, Vice President of Development
A.R.F. Products, Inc.
2559 75 St., Boulder, CO 80301

1. Although the PLL frequency multiplier (top) looks more
complex than the conventional multiplier (bottom), It is in fact
more compact and more flexible, and can handle a much
wider frequency range.

Time (mln)

.~:bC:;:~~=
/'

2. Short-term frequency stability can be far worse (bottom)
than the long-term average of a PLL system (top).



specific methods for calculating the noise and short-
term frequency stability and details of the tradeoffs
are generally not available, except for some recent
work by the National Bureau of Standards on low-
noise signal sources.s·6•7

Short-term (or "instantaneously" sampled) fre-
quency stability, in the millisecond range, is particu-
larly important for accuracy in position-finding
applications, as in LORAN navigation and various
radar and sonar Doppler systems. Even though
frequency drift over a short time generally is less
than the average long-term frequency drift, instan-
taneously measured samples show much wider vari-
ations in the frequency swings caused by phase noise
in the signal source (Fig. 2).

The overall phase-noise, or spectral-density out-
put, S•.(wlO'of a PLL8 is found by

S J 1
"(WIVC,1+G(w)H(w)

I G(w) I 2

S<t>!wIREF1+G(w)H(w)

where S<t>!wlVCOis the open-loop spectral density of
phase fluctuations in the PLL's voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) and S,,(WIREFis the equivalent spec-
tral density of fluctuations in the reference os-
cillator. These phase fluctuations are measured in
rad2/Hz, but generally plotted in dBc, which is
10 loglo S<t>(w)'More commonly, however, vendor-

~

~15-MHz IXO)

[ £ ••,oJ

T, = AlC, TJ= R••C ••

Ao = op-amp de gain. fo;;;: frequency at -3-dB gain

Phase
computation

[K.]
Integrator/hiler

[To. T •. T•. To. Ao]

300-MHz (VeO)

[K•. T•. £"vco]

3. For a fifth-order PLL, four of the time constants are
determined by the integrator/filter circuit, and the fifth is
determined by the veo.

supplied phase-noise data, designated ,i;(w), and also
measured in dBc, are for single-sideband noise. (The
dBc designation is defined as 10 loglo of the ratio
between the output from a spectrum analyzer with
a I-Hz bandwidth and the signal's carrier level.)
Accordingly,

.l..:(w) = 10 10glo(lI2)S•.(wl (per rad2
),

assuming that
.l..:( -w) = ,i;(w).

Therefore, to convert £(w) data to "straight" S•.(w)
data, add 3 dB to the £(w) data and take the antilog.

An HP-19C program (see "Noise in a 5th-order
PLL") calculates this single-sideband noise, where
G(w)H(w) is the open-loop gain of the PLL.1 The feed-
back path, H(w), is simply UN; and G(w) equals

(KpKv/wTI) (jwT2 + 1)

To TvT3-T3-Tv)+ _1_] +w(w2TvT3
Ao AoT,

Optimized for functional performance, the following
circuit constants are used for a typical PLL (Fig. 3):

Ao ~ 320,000
To = 7.96 X 10-4 s
Tv = 1.59 X 10-7 s
Tl = 2.408 X 10-5 s
T2 = 2.491 X 10-8 s
T3 = 4.700 X 10-7 s
Kp = 314 X 108 VIrad
Kv = 0.16 rad/V
N =20.

The single-sideband phase noise, when calculated
by the program for a range of so-called Fourier
frequencies (offsets from a carrier, f = w/21r), can
be plotted as in Fig. 4 (dotted line). Although this
output phase noise can be reduced by varying circuit
constants to increase the loop's bandwidth, proceed
with caution, because other desirable operating char-
acteristics (such as circuit stability or speed of
response) could be compromised. The program, how-
ever, offers an easy way to determine how systematic
changes in the parameters affect noise.
Oscillator noise should be low

In addition to the calculated PLL noise, Fig. 4
shows a plot of the SSB-noise characteristics of the
circuit's VCO and crystal-reference oscillator. The
oscillators are the main source of phase noise in a
PLL. The information for plotting their noise can
be obtained from the manufacturers of the os-
cillators, or from measurements made by the user.

Where noise reduction is of prime importance .
select oscillators that generate minimum noise and
have noise spectral densities that complement each
other (as in Fig. 5). The point at which the two curves



Step Instructions Input Keys Output
Data/Units Data/Units

1 Enterprogram
2 Store To STO 0

T1 STO 1
T2 STO 2
T3 STO 3
Tv STO 4
Kp STO 5
Kvo STO 6
N STO 7
Ao STO 8
180 STO 9
10 STO .5

3 Calculate f GSB 0
S¢ref RlS
S4>vto RlS S4K>

4 Repeatstep3 for
otherFourierfrequencies

Note:EnterS4lrefand ~o indB. S4K>answer isindB.
~ ----- - A.. .•.

..._---- ~ ~ -- ~- - - - - ~ .•.
Step Key Entry Key Code Step Key Entry Key Code

001 (g)LBL 0 251400 050 RCL9 5509
002 PRx 65 051 - 31
003 (g)DEG 2524 052 STO .1 45.1
004 (g)11 2563 053 R ~ 12
005 x 51 054 61
006 2 02 055 RCL5 5505
007 x 51 056 x 51
008 STO.O 45.0 057 RCL6 5506
009 (g)x2 2553 058 x 51
010 RCLO 5500 059 RCL7 5507
011 x 51 060 61
012 RCL8 5508 061 RCL1 5501
013 61 062 61
014 RCL4 5504 063 RCL.O 55.0
015 x 51 064 61
016 RCL3 5503 065 STO .2 45 .2
017 x 51 066 RCL.1 55.1
018 RCL3 5503 067 xooy 11
019 - 31 068 (f)-+ R 1634
020 RCL4 5504 069 1 01
021 - 31 070 + 41
022 RCL.O 55.0 071 (g)-+P 2534
023 (g)x2 2553 072 (g)1/x 2564
024 x 51 073 STO .3 45.3
025 RCL8 5508 074 RCL.2 55.2
026 RCL1 5501 075 RCL7 5507
027 x 51 076 x 51
028 (g)1/x 2564 077 x 51
029 + 41 078 STO .4 45.4
030 RCL.O 55.0 079 (~S2 2553
031 (g)x2 2553 080 64
032 RCL3 5503 081 RCL.5 55 .5
033 x 51 082

(g)10x 61
034 RCL4 5504 083 2533
035 x 51 084 x 51
036 1 01 085 RCL.3 55.3
037 - 31 086 (g)x2 2553
038 RCL.O 55.0 087 RlS 64
039 x 51 088 RCL.5 55.5
040 CHS 22 089

(g)10x 61
041 (g)-+P 2534 090 2533
042 x-"y 11 091 x 51
043 RCL2 5502 092 + 41
044 RCL.O 55.0 093 (f)log 1633
045 x 51 094 RCL.5 55.5
046 1 01 095 x 51
047 (g)-+P 2534 096 PRx 65
048 R ~ 12 097 (g)SPC 2565
049 + 41 098 (g)RTN 2513

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

To T1 T2 T3 Tv Kp Kvo N Ao 180
so S1 S2 53 54 .5 S6 S7 S8 S910



cross is called the crossover frequency (fc). This
frequency is an important parameter for optimizing
a PLL's noise characteristics.

In Fig. 5, the veo noise-distribution plot is divided
into three characteristic regions. High-quality os-
cillators generally exhibit this spectral-density rela-
tionship. In region I, S<f>(C)is typically proportional
to liP, so-called flicker-frequency noise; in region
II, S<I><C)is proportional to lIf2, so-called white-fre-
quency noise; and in region III, S<I><c)is constant, so-
called white-phase noise. Beyond region III, the
bandwidth limitation of the circuit attenuates the
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4. A PLL·is optimized for performance characteristics, such
as stability, response time, and sideband levels; but the noise
characteristics generally fall where they may, as exemplified
in this plot of a fifth-order PLL.
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5. The "optimum" PLL output-noise characteristic is the one
that coincides most closely with the PLL's intersecting
reference crystal oscillator and VeO-oscillator noise
characteristics (heavy lines). A high damping-factor value
(such as d = 10) makes the best correspondence with this
criterion.

noise to negligible levels.
Region I noise stems from fluctuations in

oscillator-circuit frequency-control components; re-
gion II, from thermal noise in the oscillator's gain
element; and region III, from additive thermal noise
from other elements of the circuit (including the gain
element).

A plot of the optimum phase-noise characteristic
of a PLL would coincide with the lower parts of the
two oscillator curves (heavy lines in Fig. 5).

The type-2, second-order PLL circuit in Fig. 6 helps
to illustrate how closely this condition can be ap-
proached. This circuit can be generalized by relating
the integrator's time constants (T1 and T2) and the
veo's and phase comparator's transfer coefficients
(Ky and Kp) with a damping factor (d), and with the
reference and veo crossover frequency (fc =

wc/27r), as follows:

d = (T/2) .JKpK)T1; d»l
T2 = 4d2/wc

T1 = T2KpKvlwc.

When these circuit parameters are considered
together with the circuit's open-loop gain (note:
H(w) = 1),

G(w)H(w) = KpKy (-jwT2-1),
T1w2

and substituted in the phase-noise equation for
S<I><"')O'the PLL's spectral density becomes

The "Optimizing PLL Phase Noise" program, with
its subroutine 0, solves this equation for any Fourier
frequency (f = w/27r). In Fig. 5, solutions are shown
for damping-factor values (d) of 0.5, 1.0, and 10.

The largest damping factor (d = 10) causes the
noise curve to approach the "optimum" noise charac-
teristic most closely-when it lies completely be-
tween the VeO/reference-oscillator lines and as
closely as possible to the lower lines. To satisfy this
criterion, the curve generally passes through the
frequency crossover point previously mentioned.
Larger damping values than 10 will provide little
further improvement. In fact, a larger damping value
would slow response more than it would lower the
noise output. Special cases may require low damping



Optimizing PLL phase noise
Step Instructions Input Keys Output

Data/Units Data/Units

1 Enter program

2 Store fc STO 2
d STO 3

Kp STO 7
Kv STO 8

3 Calculate phase noise f GSB 0
S~vco RlS
S4lref RlS Sdlo

4 Repeat step 3 for other
values of Fourier
frequency

5 Calculate time GSB
constants

Subroutine 0 must be performed before the
time constants can be calculated with subroutine 1

Step Key Entry Key Code Step Key Entry Key Code

001 (g) LBL 0 251400 038 (g) x2 2553
002 PRx 65 039 RCL4 5504
003 (g) 17 2563 040 + 41
004 x 51 041 RCL5 5505
005 2 02 042 61
006 x 51 043 RlS 64
007 (g) 1/x 2564 044 1 01
008 RCL2 5502 045 0 00
009 (g) 17 2563 046 61
010 x 51 047 (g) 10x 2533
011 2 02 048 x 51
012 x 51 049 + 41
013 STO 1 4501 050 (f) log 1633
014 x 51 051 1 01
015 (g) x2 2553 052 0 00
016 ST04 4504 053 x 51
017 RCL3 5503 054 PRx 65
018 (g) x2 2553 055 (g)SPC 2565
019 61 056 (g) RTN 2513
020 4 04 057 (g) LBL 1 251401
021 61 058 RCL3 5503
022 ST06 4506 059 (g) x2 2553
023 CHS 22 060 4 04
024 1 01 061 x 51
025 + 41 062 RCL1 5501
026 (g) x2 2553 063 61
027 RCL4 5504 064 PRx 65
028 + 41 065 RCL7 5507
029 ST05 4505 066 x 51
030 (g) 1/x 2564 067 RCL8 5508
031 R/S 64 068 x 51
032 1 01 069 RCL1 5501
033 0 00 070 61
034 61 071 PRx 65
035 (g) 10x 2533 072 (g)SPC 2565
036 x 51 073 (g) RTN 2513
037 RCL6 5506

REGISTERS

12

fc 13

d 14 15 1_6 17

Kp 18

Kv 19



factors-a value of 1 or even 0.5-to get a faster
response or the special noise-distribution shapes that
these lower damping factors produce.

After the phase-noise characteristics (based on the
fc of the oscillators and a selected damping factor)
have been calculated, a second part of the optimizing
program (subroutine 1) can then be used to calculate
the time constants T1 and T2 for the given Kp and
Kv of a type-2 second-order PLL.

Determining a PLL's short-term frequency stabil-
ity requires integration of the spectral density of the
phase fluctuations to obtain the so-called Allan
variance (a dimensionless measure of stability,
where a/ is .:oUf in a short sample period). Thus

a/(T,fh) = __ 2_ f"JS<J>lflsin' (-rrfT)df,
( Tlnr)2 0

where T is the sampling time (in seconds), II is the
long-term average frequency (in Hz), and fh is the
bandwidth, or maximum excursion of the offset from
the carrier (the maximum Fourier frequency).

Figure 7 (top) shows the relationship between
frequency or phase and the frequency spectral-noise
densities, along with the resultant short-term fre-
quency stabilities, for several distinct types of phase
or frequency noise. A typical complex signal source
(such as a PLL) could have a combined short-term
frequency stability as in Fig. 7 (bottom). But such
noise types generally do not obey simple integer-
power curves and, therefore, pose a problem: The
Allan equation does not have a closed-form solution
for fractional powers, so it cannot be used directly.
Nevertheless, very accurate answers can be obtained
with Simpson's Rule and a programmable calculator.

Although the Allan equation requires integration
over the Fourier frequency range of 0 to fh, the low-
frequency limit of 0 Hz cannot be used in a log-log
Simpson's Rule integration. Fortunately, frequen-

6. The phase-output noise in this type-2 second-order PLL
can be optimized by adjusting the damping factor (d) in
relation to the oscillator-noise crossover frequency (f J.
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7. The distribution of the different types of frequency and
phase noise can be expressed as line segments that
represent powers offrequency or time (top), and the overall
distribution of a system can be shown by combining
appropriate segments (bottom).

cies below (27rTht\ where Th is the longest sampling
time, do not contribute appreciably to the value of
the Allan variance. The longest sampling time for
short-term effects is generally 1 s; therefore, for a
measuring-system bandwidth of 1000 Hz, just the
Fourier frequencies between about 0.16 and an fh of
1000 Hz need be considered. (Since the manufacturer
did not supply data below 2 Hz for the reference
oscillator and vea used in Fig. 5; a new oscillator
with data to 0.1 Hz was substituted in Fig. 8, top.)

As shown in Fig. 7 (bottom) and Fig. 8 (top), the
phase-noise curves can be approximated with
straight-line segments. The segments are plotted on
semilog paper with S<I>If)measured in dBc on the
vertical axis. Therefore, the segments,

y = axb,

can be established from the end points on their phase-
noise curves-where S<I>If,1and S<I>lf,)correspond to the
low-frequency (fJ and the high-frequency (f2) end
points, as follows:



Allan variance calculations
Step Instructions Input Keys Output

Data/Units Data/Units

1 Key in the program

2 Store b STO 7
a STO .1
v STO .0
r STO 8

3 Enter and start f1 ENT
program f2 ENT y2yn GSB .3

Step Key Entry Key Code Step Key Entry Key Code

001 (g) LBL 7 251407 044 RCL4 5504
002 RCL4 5504 045 STO + 5 4541 05
003 x 51 046 RCL5 5505
004 x~y 11 047 GSBO 1300
005 61 048 GSB6 1306
006 GT02 1402 049 (g) RTN 2513
007 (g) LBL6 251406 050 (g) LBL 5 251405
008 ENT i 21 051 3 03
009 + 41 052 RCLO 5500
010 STO + 0 4541 00 053 GT07 1407
011 (g) RTN 2513 054 (g) LBL 0 251400
012 (g) LBL 3 251403 055 (g) RAD 2523
013 ST03 4503 056 ST06 4506
014 R ~ 12 057 (g) 7T 2563
015 ST02 4502 058 x 51
016 R ~ 12 059 RCL8 5508
017 STO 1 4501 060 x 51
018 GSBO 1300 061 (f) sin 1642
019 STOO 4500 062 (g) x2 2553
020 RCL2 5502 063 (g) x2 2553
021 GSBO 1300 064 RCL6 5506
022 STO +0 4541 00 065 RCL7 5507
023 RCL2 5502 066 (f) yX 1654
024 RCL1 5501 067 x 51
025 ST05 4505 068 (g)DEG 2524
026 - 31 069 (g) RTN 2513
027 RCL3 5503 070 (g) LBL 2 251402
028 61 071 (g) 7T 2563
029 ST04 4504 072 RCL8 5508
030 0 00 073 x 51
031 ST09 4509 074 RCL .0 55.0
032 (g) LBL 8 251408 075 x 51
033 GSB4 1304 076 (g) x2 2553
034 STO + 0 454100 077 (g) 1/x 2564
035 2 02 078 x 51
036 STO + 9 4541 09 079 2 02
037 RCL3 5503 080 x 51
038 RCL9 5509 081 RCL .1 55.1
039 (f) x = Y 1661 082 x 51
040 GT05 1405 083 PRx 65
041 GSB4 1304 084 (g)SPC 2565
042 GT08 1408 085 (g) RTN 2513
043 (g) LBL 4 251404
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a = 10

With coefficients a and b established for each line
segment. the contrihutions of each segment to the
overall Allan variance a / can be calculated with the
approximate Allan equation,

2a
(Tvn-)2

r'r fbsin4
( 7l'fT)df,

r,'

by a modified Simpson's Rule program supplied by
Hewlett-Packard (HP-19C/29C Applications' Book,
1977). The Simpson's Rule is incorporated into the

Calculated short-term stability
Device Segment I

Reference f, = 0 1 Hz, f, = 10Hz
oscillator

a = 1.26 x 10". b = -140

T/nI0001/10 I 001/10 I 01/20 1/100

ay'IUO x 102711.05 x 10 "14.80 x 10· 25 1.76 X 10-"

Voltage- f, = 0.1 Hz. f, = 10 Hz
controlled
oscillator a = 5.01 x 10~ '0, b = -3.90

T/nI0001/10 I 001/10 I 01/20 1/100

ay'I449 x 10-2714.39 x 10-2511.34 x 10-23 8.10 X 10-23

PLL f, = 0.1 Hz, I, = 100 Hz
output

a = 4.64 x 10-", b = -1.83

T/nI0.001/l0 I 001/20 I 01/100 1/1000

ay'12.43 x 10-"11.46 x 10-2311.19 x 10-" 8.21 x 10-26

Device Segment II

Reference f, = 10 Hz. I, = 100 Hz
oscillator

a = 1.26 x 10-", b = -040

T/nI0001/10 1001/20 101/100 1/1000

ay'I327 x 10231822 x 102317.56 x 10-25 7.56 X 10-27

Voltage- f, = 10 Hz, f, = 100 Hz
controlled
oscillator a = 6.31 x 10~". b = -2~00

T/nI0001/l0 I 001/20 I 01/100 1/1000

ay'I159 x 10-"11.06 x 1O-2311~63 x 10-25 1.27 X 10-27

PLL f, = 100 Hz, f, = 1000 Hz
output

a = 2.51 x 10 ", b = -0.70

T /n I0.001 /20 1001/100 10.1/1000 1/10,000

ay'll.04 x 10-"/1 ~OOx 10-'31101 X 10-25 1.01 X 10-27

Device Segment III

Reference f, = 100 Hz, f, = 1000 Hz
oscillator

a = 200 x 10 ". b = 0.00

T/nI0001/20 1001/100 101/1000 1/10.000

ay'/6.08 x 10 201547 x 10 "1547 x 10 " 547 X 10~"

Voltage- I, = 100 Hz. f, = 1000 Hz
controlled
oscillator a = 6.31 x 10~ ", b = -0~50

T/n /0.001/20 I 0/01/100 10.1/1000 11/10,000

aY'!8.88 x 10-"18.27 x 10-"18.28 x 10-261
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8. The phase-noise characteristics of the reference oscillator
and the VCO can be expressed with three straight-line
segments (I, II, and III); and the PLL output, by two (top).
The short-term stability in terms of the Allan variance can
then be calculated by keying the required coefficients as
determined from the coordinates of these line-segment ends
into the calculator (see Table) and plotting the results
(bottom).
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complete program for an HP-19C calculator-":'\,llan
Variance Calculations," With a. b, I'. and T estab-
lished, the onl~' decision remaining is the number
of interyals, n, into \\'hich the segments must be
diyided, The more interyals chosen, the more ac-
curate the calculation, but the longer the calculation
takes, A good choice for a minimum n yalue (which
must be an eyen numberl is

n 2 10 [T(f2 - el].
The calculation time, then, is 0,056 n -'- 0.15 min,

To illustrate an application of the Allan yariance
calculations. the (a and b) program coefficients for
the straight-line segments making up the YCO,
reference oscillator, and oyerall output noise \\'ere
determined from Fig. 8 (top), The coefficients are
listed in the "Calculated Short-term Stabilit~·" table.
Sample times of 1. la, lOa, and 1000 ms and end
frequencies of 0,1. la, and 1000 Hz were employed,

With these inputs, (J/ \\'as determined WIth the
Allan yariance program. The frequenc~' stabilit~"

(Jy(T) = 'v ~(J/(T.fh)'

was calculated, after summing the indiyidual (J/
contributions of each segment. A plot of (Jy YS

sampling time for the YCO. reference, and output
is sho\\'n in Fig, 8 (bottom), 0

AeknowlE'd~ments

Th,' 1/1111111/' Il'i.,IIl''' 10 Ihl/llk lir n, fll/ltill'll I/Ild lil'. Fred L.
11'1/11" ot' Ihl' XI/limwl Bllrl'oll o(SlllIld"nk /l'ho,,(' (·oll.,lnll'lil'l'
,li.'cll.'.,i"JIi,' "011161m Il'd 10" lIIoil' ill"iflht,li" 1IIIIII'r"I,,"dillfl I~(the
1'1'01>1"111.'illl'oll'l,d ill II'orkillfl /l'ilh I'LL, lIoi,,1' "lit! "horl-Ierlll
,ri'("IIII'II"!1 "I"hitil!t.
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